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How did you start your surveying legacy? Each one of us has had an event that took place that 
steered you to fall in love with surveying. What was that for you? What course changed your 
life? My story started as an engineering technician for a civil engineering firm. As a young man, I 
always enjoyed math and history, so I wanted to do something in the engineering field. I just 
wasn’t sure which discipline in engineering. After a week-long stint of pulling cross-sections by 
hand and plotting on those large gridded sheets, I was asked to assist the survey crew. My crew 
chief handed me a plumb bob and told me to hold that plumb over the point. What? - I soon 
learned the methods of the field crew, as the rear chainman. The crisp morning air, the 
instruments, the meticulous angle and distance measurements, the records, and the property 
markers. I was hooked. Even on a trip today, I take a moment to admire the stumbled upon 
property stone; or wonder the origin of that mysterious PK hiding on the edge of the paving. As 
the late great Paul Harvey always said, “…now you know the rest of the story.” Surveyors strive 
to do their best. The adjustments extend for the best resolve. The search for the missing record 
is never ending, along with that long, lost piece of evidence. The key to the missing puzzle piece 
that brings a boundary analysis together and brings closure. So, when do you take it to the next 
step? What, you ask? I ask you, when do you make surveying better? When do you give back, if 
you haven’t made your contribution? Surveying has a cyclic history. It takes vigor and repetition 
to persevere. We all have faced the adage, “feast or famine.” NJSPLS members are making 
surveying better. We interact with the public, other professionals, legislators, agency and 
division heads, even planning boards. To see NJSPLS accomplishments to date, check out the 
NJSPLS website www.njspls.org. Our achieving goals are outlined in this PDF. Please click 
here. So, what are you doing to make the surveying profession better? Did you participate in 
National Surveyors Week? Did you take the time to teach one or more of our younger 
generations what surveying is about? How about taking the time to explain the general relation 
of surveying and math to a member of the public? What will be your Surveying Legacy? Francis 
Bacon stated…” I hold every man a debtor of his profession.” Are you giving back to your 
surveying profession? The surveying profession is counting on you to participate. Why not get 
involved in a Chapter or Committee? Only a small amount of time is needed to make a 
difference. Your contributions will make an impact. Start creating your Surveying Legacy! 
 


